Time To Harvest Quilt

Designed by Donna Russell www.sewdonna.com

SPX style # 4222 “Time To Harvest” fabric collection by Debbie Hron.

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS:
A. Pattern #22827-mul1……….…..…1/3 yard
B. Pattern #22828-mul1……………......1 yard
C. Pattern #22829-mul1.……………….1 yard
D. Pattern #22831-mul1……….……..1/4 yard
E. Pattern #22832-yel1……….……...1/8 yard
F. Pattern #22833-mul1…..…….……1/2 yard
G. Pattern #22834-yel1……………....1/4 yard
H. Pattern #22834-gre1………….…...3/8 yard
I. Pattern #22834-ora1………………1/4 yard
J. Pattern #22834-bro1………………1/8 yard
Batting………………...…….1 piece 36” x 36”

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please read all instructions carefully before beginning. All
seams are a scant ¼” which is included in all measurements
and templates unless otherwise stated. Cut pieces in order
listed. Label all pieces. Refer to all illustrations and the quilt
image for proper cutting and assembly. Wof = width of fabric.

A. Pattern #22827-mul1 (Patch print)
1. Fussy cut four different tiles 5 1/2” x 5 1/2”.
Label “D”.
B. Pattern #22828-mul1 (Shelf print)
1. Fussy cut four strips 2 1/2" x width of
fabric, beginning 1/4" below and ending
1/4” above the sunflower band. Label
“Outer Border”.

C. Pattern #22829-mul1 (tossed scarecrows)
1. Cut a piece 34” x 34” for backing.
D. Pattern #22831-mul1 (farm scenes)
1. Fussy cut one square 5 1/2" x 5 1/2”.
Label “H”.
E. Pattern #22832-yel1 (packed sunflowers).
1. Cut four squares 4 1/4" x 4 1/4". Label “I”.
F. Pattern #22833-mul1 (check)
1. Cut four strips 2 1/4" x wof for binding.
2. Cut four squares 4 1/2” ” x 4 1/2”. Cut each
square in half on the diagonal to make a total of
eight triangles. Label “L”.
G. Pattern #22834-yel1 (yellow swirl)
1. Cut sixteen squares 1 3/4" x 1 3/4”.
Label “A”.
2. Cut eight squares 3 3/4” x 3 3/4”. Cut each
square in half on the diagonal twice to make
a total of thirty two triangles. Label “B”.

Quilt measures 30” x 30”

H. Pattern #22834-gre1 (green swirl)
1. Cut four strips 1 1/2" by wof. Label “Inner
Border”.
2. Cut thirty two squares 2 1/8" x 2 1/8". Cut
each square in half on the diagonal to make
sixty four triangles. Label “C”.
3. Cut eight squares 3 1/2" x 3 1/2". Cut each
square in half on the diagonal to make a
total of sixteen triangles. Label “J”.
I. Pattern #22834-ora1 (orange swirl)
1. Cut eight squares 2 1/8” x 2 1/8”. Cut each
square in half on the diagonal to make a
total of 16 triangles. Label “G”.
2. Cut four squares 4 1/2” x 4 1/2”. Cut each
square in half on the diagonal to make a
total of eight triangles. Label “K”.
J. Pattern #22834-bro1 (brown swirl)
1. Cut four squares 1 3/4" x 1 3/4”.
Label “E”.
2. Cut two squares 3 3/4" x 3 3/4". Cut each
square in half on the diagonal two times to
make a total of eight triangles. Label “F”.

PIECING INSTRUCTIONS:
Refer to Quilt Image for accuracy.
Block 1: Make four blocks.
1. Sew the long edge of a“C” to each short
edge of “B”. Repeat for a total of eight.

2. Sew two of these “CBC” units together at
the short edge. Make four of these units.

3. Sew one of the units created in Step 2 to two
opposite edges of “D” making sure that the
green “arrows” point away from “D”.

4. Sew an “A” to each end of the remaining
two units created in Step 2.
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5. Sew one of the units created in Step 4 to the
remaining edges of “D”, making sure that
the green “arrows” point away from “D”.

6. Repeat for a total of four blocks.

Quilt measures 30” x 30”

1. Sew the long edge of a ”J” to opposite edges
of an “I”.

2. Sew the long edges of a “J” to the remaining
two sides of “I”.

Block 2: Make one block.
1. Sew the long edge of a“G” to each short
edge of “F”. Repeat for a total of eight.

2. Sew two of these “GFG” units together at
the short edge. Make four of these units.

3. Sew the long edge of a “K” to the top left
edge of the unit created in Step 2. Sew the
long edge of an “L” to the bottom right edge
of the same unit.

3. Sew one of the units created in Step 2 to two
opposite edges of “H” making sure that the
orange “arrows” point away from “H”.

4. Sew the long edge of “K” to the top right
edge of the unit created in Step 3. Sew the
long edge of an “L” to the bottom left edge
of the same unit.
4. Sew an “E” to each end of the remaining
two units created in Step 2.

5. Sew one of the units created in Step 4 to the
remaining edges of “H”, making sure that
the orange “arrows” point away from “D”.

Block 3: Make four blocks.

5. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 above to make three
more units.
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6. Continue with the same construction
techniques and complete the three blocks as
shown here. Note that the positions of “K”
and “L” changes based on the location of
each block in the finished quilt. In all cases,
the orange “K” or orange triangles are on the
outer edge of the quilt and the checkered
“L” triangles are in the inner edges of the
quilt and connect to Block 2. The block
completed in Step 4 is in the middle of the
top row of the quilt.

This is the first block in the
second row.

This is the third block in the
second row.

This is the middle block in the
third row.

This layout creates a secondary design, an eight
pointed star made from the checkered fabric when
the blocks are placed in their proper locations.

Quilt measures 30” x 30”

QUILT ASSEMBLY:
Refer to the image of the quilt and the image above
to properly assemble the quilt blocks.
1. Assemble the quilt in rows then join the
rows together making sure to orient the
blocks correctly.

BORDERS:
1. Measure the quilt top through the center
from top to bottom. Cut two of the “Inner
Border” strips to this length. Sew one
“Inner Border” strip to each side edge of the
quilt top.
2. Measure the quilt top through the center
from side edge to side edge. Cut the two
remaining “Inner Border” strips to this
length. Sew one to the top edge and one to
the bottom edge of the quilt top.
3. Center an “Outer Border” on one side of the
quilt top. Sew in place, beginning and
ending ¼ inch from each end of the quilt
top. DO NOT trim the excess fabric.
Repeat for the opposite side. Press the
seams towards the borders. Repeat for the
top and bottom of the quilt top. Miter the
corners to complete the top.

FINISHING:
1. Layer the quilt top with the batting and
backing and quilt as desired.
2. Trim the backing and batting even with the
quilt top.
3. Sew binding strips end to end with a
diagonal seams for form one long strip.
Press strip lengthwise, wrong side together.
Sew to quilt front with a 1/4" inch seam
allowance. Turn binding to the back of the
quilt and stitch in place.

